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Abstract

There have been several attempts to create an
accurate and thorough emotion lexicon in En-
glish, which identifies the emotional content
of words. Of the several commonly used re-
sources, the NRC emotion lexicon (Moham-
mad and Turney, 2013b) has received the most
attention due to its availability, size, and its
choice of Plutchik’s expressive 8-class emo-
tion model. In this paper we identify a large
number of troubling entries in the NRC lexi-
con, where words that should in most contexts
be emotionally neutral, with no affect (e.g.,
lesbian, stone, mountain), are associated with
emotional labels that are inaccurate, nonsensi-
cal, pejorative, or, at best, highly contingent
and context-dependent (e.g., lesbian labeled
as DISGUST and SADNESS, stone as ANGER,
or mountain as ANTICIPATION). We describe
a procedure for semi-automatically correcting
these problems in the NRC, which includes
disambiguating POS categories and aligning
NRC entries with other emotion lexicons to
infer the accuracy of labels. We demonstrate
via an experimental benchmark that the qual-
ity of the resources is thus improved. We re-
lease the revised resource and our code to en-
able other researchers to reproduce and build
upon results1.

1 Introduction

Emotion detection is an NLP task that has long
been of interest to the field (Hancock et al., 2007;
Danisman and Alpkocak, 2008; Agrawal and An,
2012), and is usually conceived as a single- or
multi-label classification in which zero (or more)
emotion labels are assigned to variously defined se-
mantic or syntactic subdivisions of the text. The im-
portance of this task has only grown as the amount
of available affective text has increased: social me-
dia, in particular, has made it especially convenient

1https://doi.org/10.34703/gzx1-9v95/
PO3YGX

for people around the world to express their feel-
ings and emotions regarding events large and small.

There are generally two ways to express emo-
tions in textual data (Al-Saqqa et al., 2018). First,
emotions can be expressed using emotive vocabu-
lary: words directly referring to emotional states
(surprise, sadness, joy). Second, emotions can be
expressed using affective vocabulary: words whose
emotional content depends on the context, without
direct reference to emotional states, for example,
interjections (ow!, ouch!, ha-ha!).

An emotion lexicon is a specific type of linguistic
resource that maps the emotive or affective vocabu-
lary of a language to a fixed set of emotion labels
(e.g. Plutchik’s eight-emotion model), where each
entry in the lexicon associates a word with zero or
more emotion labels. Because this information is
difficult to find elsewhere, emotion lexicons are of-
ten used as one of the key components of affective
text mining systems (Yadollahi et al., 2017). How-
ever, as is usual with linguistic resources, creating
an emotion lexicon is a time-consuming, costly,
and sometimes impractical part of the task. The
difficulty is only accentuated when one considers
the many affective uses of words, in which the
emotional content is context dependent. Such con-
text dependency underlines the utility of General-
Purpose (context-independent) Emotion Lexicons
(GPELs), which captures the mostly fixed emotive
content of words, and which can serve as a founda-
tion for more context-dependent systems.

In this paper, we analyze and improve one of the
most commonly used GPELs, namely, the NRC lex-
icon (National Research Council of Canada; also
known as the Emolex emotion lexicon Mohammad
and Turney, 2013b,a, 2010). The NRC used Mac-
quarie’s Thesaurus (Bernard, 1986) as the source
for terms, retaining only words that are repeated
more than 120,000 times in Google n-gram corpus
(Michel et al., 2011). The NRC maps each word
to zero or more labels drawn from Plutchik’s 8-

https://doi.org/10.34703/gzx1-9v95/PO3YGX
https://doi.org/10.34703/gzx1-9v95/PO3YGX
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emotion psychological model (Plutchik, 1980), and
provides labels for 14,182 individual words.

While the NRC has been used extensively across
the emotion mining literature (Tabak and Evrim,
2016; Abdaoui et al., 2017; Rose et al., 2018; Lee
et al., 2019; Ljubešić et al., 2020; Zad et al., 2021),
close inspection reveals a large number of incorrect,
non-sensical, pejorative, or otherwise troubling
entries. While we provide more examples later in
the paper, to give a flavor of the problem, the NRC
provides emotion labels for many generic nouns
(tree→ANGER), common verbs (dance→TRUST),
colors (white→ANTICIPATION), places
(mosque→ANGER), relations (aunt→TRUST), and
adverbs (scarcely→SADNESS). Furthermore, the
NRC suffers from significant ambiguity because
it does not include part of speech categories for
the terms: for example, while console implies
SADNESS in its most common verb sense (as the
NRC indicates), in its most common noun sense
means a small side table, which probably should
have no emotive content. In our analysis, many
of these problematic entries seem to stem from a
conflation of emotive (context-independent) and af-
fective (context-dependent) emotion language use:
it is as if, during the annotation of Shakespeare’s
Macbeth, the annotators of the NRC marked
hell→ANGER and woman→ANGER because of the
bard’s highly contextualized statement “Hell hath
no fury like a woman scorned”: while it is true that
this statement is often cited to support an assertion
that women are angry people in general, and such
a lexicon entry would help in correct marking of
the affective implication of this specific statement
in this particular context, it does not generalize to
all, or even most, uses of the word woman. Therein
lies the rub.

We begin the paper with a brief review of psy-
chological models of emotion, available emotion
lexicons, and datasets of emotion labeled text (§2).
We then discuss in detail the deficiencies of the
NRC, giving a variety of problematic examples,
and speculating as to how these entries were in-
cluded (§3). Next we describe a semi-automatic
procedure designed to filter out many of these de-
ficiencies (§4), after which we evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the filtering procedure by integrating
the corrected version of the NRC into an emotion
detection system (§5). We conclude with a list of
our contributions (§6).

Figure 1: Plutchik’s emotions wheel, Plutchik and
Conte (1997). Figure taken from (Maupome and
Isyutina, 2013), with permission.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Psychological Emotion Model

Emotion detection tasks are fundamentally predi-
cated on a particular conception of what emotions
exist. There are three broad classes of psycho-
logical theories of emotion: discrete, dimensional,
and hybrid. Discrete psychological models rep-
resent basic emotions as individual, distinct cate-
gories, e.g., Oatley and Johnson-Laird (1987) with
five emotions, Ekman (1992); Shaver et al. (1987)
with six, Parrott (2001) with six basic emotions in
the first level of a tree structure, Panksepp et al.
(1998) with seven emotions, and Izard (2007) with
ten. Dimensional psychological models, in con-
trast, propose that emotions are best described as
lying in multi-dimensions space, e.g., the models
of Russell (1980); Scherer (2005); Cambria (2016)
with two dimensions, (Lövheim, 2012) with three,
and Ortony et al. (1990); Fontaine et al. (2007);
Cambria et al. (2012) with four. Hybrid models
combine the two approaches by arranging cate-
gorical emotions along various dimensions, e.g.,
Plutchik’s model (1980; 1984; 2001) with eight ba-
sic emotion categories (ANGER, FEAR, SADNESS,
JOY, DISGUST, TRUST, SURPRISE, ANTICIPATION)
arranged in two or three dimensions, as illustrated
in Figure 1.

2.2 Emotion Lexicons

Emotion lexicons take a specific emotional theory
and associate the labels or values in that theory
with specific lexical entries. If the emotion lexi-
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Author, Year Lexicon Size (words) Set of Emotions

(Mohammad and Turney, 2010) NRC 14,182 ANGER, FEAR, ANTICIPATION, TRUST, SURPRISE, SADNESS, JOY, DISGUST

(Mohammad and Turney, 2013b) NRC hashtag 16,862 ANGER, FEAR, ANTICIPATION, TRUST, SURPRISE, SADNESS, JOY, DISGUST

(Stone et al., 1966) General Enquirer 11,788 PLEASURE, AROUSAL, FEELING, PAIN

(Strapparava and Valitutti, 2004) WordNet Affect 289 A HIERARCHY OF EMOTIONS

(Pennebaker et al., 2007) LIWC 2,300 AFFECTIVE OR NOT, POSITIVE, NEGATIVE, ANXIETY, ANGER, SADNESS

Table 1: Comparison of emotion lexicons

con identifies emotive and affective uses tied to a
specific context, then it is referred to as a domain-
specific emotion lexicon (DSEL). In contrast, an
emotion lexicon that seeks to represent the context-
independent emotional meaning of words is re-
ferred to as a General Purpose Emotion Lexicon
(GPEL). There are a variety of GPELs available,
which we describe below.

The NRC lexicon (National Research Council
of Canada; also known as the Emolex emotion lex-
icon) is one of the most commonly used lexicons.
It comprises 14,182 words labeled according to
Plutchik’s psychological model. The NRC was
created via a crowd-sourcing, and used Roget’s
Thesaurus as the source for terms (Mohammad and
Turney, 2010, 2013a,b). Because we focus on the
NRC lexicon in this paper, we discuss it in detail
in the next section.

The WordNet Affect Lexicon (WNA or WAL
Strapparava and Valitutti, 2004) is an emotion lexi-
con based on WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998). WNA ar-
ranges 289 noun synsets into an emotion hierarchy
and associates 1,191 verbs, adverbs, and adjectives
synsets to those emotion terms to WordNet.

NRC Hashtag Emotion Lexicon (Mohammad,
2012) comprises 16,862 words, drawn from Twit-
ter hashtags, that are labeled with a strength of
association (from 0 to infinity) for each of six emo-
tion classes. It was created automatically by ex-
tracting tweets that contains #joy, #sadness,
#surprise, #disgust, #fear, and #anger.
Mohammad (2012) showed that the NRC Hashtag
emotion lexicon provides better performance on
Twitter Emotion Corpus than the WordNet-Affect
emotion lexicon, but not as good as the origi-
nal NRC emotion lexicon. Mohammad and Kir-
itchenko (2015) extended this work by expanding
the hashtag word list to 585 emotion words, pro-
ducing 15,825 labeled entries, with performance
on headline data set again better than WNA.

The General Enquirer lexicon, while not specif-
ically designed as an emotion lexicon, comprises
11,788 concepts labeled with 182 category labels
that includes certain affect categories (e.g., plea-

sure, arousal, feeling, and pain) in addition to
positive/negative semantic orientation for concepts
(Stone et al., 1966).

Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC Pen-
nebaker et al., 2001, 2007) is a text analysis pro-
gram that includes a lexicon comprising 2,300 en-
tries spread across 73 categories, many of which
are emotive or have sentiment, including NEGA-
TION, ANGER, ANXIETY, SADNESS, etc.

There are lexicons which are related to emo-
tion, but not themselves emotion lexicons. For
example, Staiano and Guerini (2014) described
the DepecheMood lexicon, which was an auto-
matically generated, general-purpose, and mood
lexicon with 37K terms. It includes eight mood-
related labels (don’t care, amused, annoyed, in-
spired, anger, sadness, fear, and joy) based on
Rappler’s mood meter (obtained by crawling the
rappler.com social news network). Kušen et al.
(2017) compared the four labels shared between
NRC and DepecheMood (anger, sadness, fear, and
joy), and showed that NRC had the highest recall.
NRC performed better at capturing fear, anger,
and joy, and DepecheMood performed better at
recognize sadness. Araque et al. (2019) created
the extended DepecheMood++ (DM++) for En-
glish on Rappler news and Italian on Corriere news
(corriere.it, an online Italian newspaper).

Table 1 lists the main emotion lexicons in de-
tails. As can be seen, the NRC is one of the largest
resources and uses one of the more expressive emo-
tion ontologies, hence researchers’ preference for
it in their work.

2.3 Data Set

Annotated corpora of emotion-laden language go
hand-in-hand with emotion lexicons. This is be-
cause one of the first tests of the utility of a lexicon
is how well a system that uses the lexicon performs
on automatic labeling. In general, data annotation
is a crucial part of most machine learning research
and affects the quality of the work substantially.
As is commonly known, in the case of linguistic
annotation, manually labeling large amounts of text

rappler.com
corriere.it
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is expensive and time consuming; further, in most
cases, assigning labels can be subjective and de-
pendent on the personality, emotions, background,
and point of view of the annotator; and finally,
unbalanced label frequency creates challenges for
training various learning algorithms.

There are several text corpora annotated with
emotional categorical models (Yadollahi et al.,
2017; Sailunaz et al., 2018; Acheampong et al.,
2020). For example, the International Survey on
Emotion Antecedents and Reactions (ISEAR) cor-
pus Scherer and Wallbott (1994) comprises 7,665
sentences drawn from 3,000 students from 37 coun-
tries were asked to report as a sentense or para-
graph situations in which they had experienced
FEAR, SADNESS, JOY, ANGER, SHAME, GUILT,
and DISGUST emotions. ISEAR data set is anno-
tated by authors and labeled by seven emotions
(FEAR, SADNESS, JOY, ANGER, SHAME, GUILT,
and DISGUST). Similarly, Aman’s corpus Aman
and Szpakowicz (2007) comprises of 1,466 sen-
tences from blogs and labeled by seven emotions
(SADNESS, SURPRISE, ANGER, FEAR, DISGUST,
HAPPINESS, and MIXED EMOTIONS). The Seman-
tic Evaluations (SemEval) corpus (Rosenthal et al.,
2019) includes 1,250 news headlines and labeled
by Ekman’s six basic emotions (ANGER, DISGUST,
SURPRISE, FEAR, JOY, and SADNESS). These are
just three examples of many.

For evaluation we use Alm’s fairy tale corpus
(Alm, 2008, 2010) which contains 15,302 sen-
tences from 176 children’s fairy tales from clas-
sic collections by Beatrix Potter, the Brother’s
Grimm’s, and Hans C. Andersen. We chose this
corpus because of the ready availability of an emo-
tion detection system (Zad and Finlayson, 2020)
that uses this corpus for evaluation. Two annota-
tors marked both the emotion and mood of each
sentence in the corpus (i.e., two separate judge-
ments by both annotators, for a total of four la-
bels per sentence), using Ekman’s six emotions
(JOY, FEAR, SADNESS, SURPRISE, ANGER, and
DISGUST). 1,167 sentences in the corpus had “high
annotation agreement” which Alm defined as all
four labels being the same, and there are a total of
4,627 other sentences which annotators have all la-
beled them as neutral. One reason to focus on only
the high agreement sentences is because the overall
Cohen’s Kappa for the dataset agreement is a quite
poor -0.2086. If we focus only on high agreement,
the Cohen’s Kappa is perfect. Emotion annotation

is notoriously difficult, and very few emotion anno-
tation projects have achieved high agreement. This
suggests that most of the approaches to emotion
annotation have suffered from lack of conceptual
clarity.

3 Problems with the NRC

In our close inspection of the entries in the NRC,
we noted three main problems. First, the NRC does
not indicate the part of speech of terms labeled
with emotion. This obviously causes a great deal
of ambiguity as to whether a particular emotion
label should apply to a particular use of a word
form. Second, the NRC contains numerous incor-
rect, inaccurate, nonsensical, or pejorative associa-
tions, most of which can be ascribed to an apparent
conflation of the distinction between emotive and
affective emotional language, i.e., ignoring the im-
portance of context for emotional semantics. Third,
and finally, there are emotion markings in the lexi-
con for which we can find no support in Keyword-
in-Context (KWIC) databases for any sense; we
count these as simple errors.

3.1 Missing Parts of Speech

As Mohammad and Turney (2010) noted, the NRC
includes some of the most frequent English nouns,
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. Problematically,
however, the NRC does not indicate the part of
speech for any entry. For example, the wordform
bombard is labeled as ANGER|FEAR; however, in
WordNet the gloss for the first sense of bombard
as a noun is “a large shawm2 ; the bass member of
the shawm family”. On the other hand, the gloss of
the first sense of the verb form of bombard is “cast,
hurl, or throw repeatedly with some missile”, which
is more compatible with the emotion ANGER|FEAR.
Another example is the word console. The NRC
marks console→SADNESS, but the primary sense
of the noun form refers to “a small table fixed to a
wall or designed to stand against a wall.” Clearly
there is no context-independent emotional inflec-
tion to this sense. The SADNESS label is more
appropriate for the first verb sense “to give moral
or emotional strength to”, usually to a sad person.

Despite Araque et al. (2019) claims that adding
POS tags to lexicons may decrease the performance
of emotion detection mechanisms, we observe that
lack of POS tagging has caused considerable ambi-

2a shawm is a type of musical intstrument
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guity which negatively affects our emotion detec-
tion system performance.

Table 2 lists a small selection of NRC word-
form labels that are problematic because of part-
of-speech-related ambiguity. Although we did not
count the number of NRC entries suffering this par-
ticular part-of-speech ambiguity problem, our best
guess is that it affects roughly several thousand en-
tries, about a third of the non-neutral portion of the
lexicon.

3.2 Context Dependency
In general-purpose emotion lexicons (GPELs),
words are generally marked with an emotion (one
or more labels) if there is a dominant sense of the
word, and it has emotion semantics. In domain-
specific emotion lexicons (DSELs), by contrast,
assignment of an emotion label is based on the
common sense of each term in a specific domain
(Bandhakavi et al., 2017). For example, the noun
“shot” in a DSEL tailored for sports, referring tak-
ing a shot at a goal, might be plausibly marked
as (shot→ANTICIPATION|JOY), while in a medical
DSEL, referring to a injection, might be marked as
(shot→ANTICIPATION|FEAR). Similarly, the adjec-
tive “crazy” in sports might be marked according
to the sense in the statement “that goal was crazy!”
(crazy→JOY|SURPRISE) while in the behavioral do-
main, it might be (crazy→DISGUST|FEAR). Table
3 gives a small selection of NRC entries where
each label is appropriate only in a limited con-
text, not corresponding to the literal meaning of the
word in its dominant sense. The extreme version
of this problem can be seen with words like abun-
dance which have a multitude of labels that con-
flict (DISGUST|JOY|TRUST|ANTICIPATION). Over-
all this is a problem with regards to NRC because
it is explicitly presented as a GPEL. In our eval-
uation of the NRC, while again we did not count
exactly how many entries suffered from this issue,
we estimate at least 600 or so entries, or 10% of
the NRC, fall into this category.

3.3 Simple Errors
The NRC has a large number of terms, and as with
any resource of this size there are bound to be
minor faults or errors. Since human annotators
provided the data needed to create the resource,
we can assume that certain terms were given
labels that are not appropriate and that some small
number of these errors would have escaped notice
of any manual error correcting procedures. We

define these sorts of errors as those where the
provided emotional labels do not make sense in
any context supported by Keyword-in-Context
(KWIC) indicies (iWeb, 2021; Davies and Kim,
2019). Table 4 lists a small selection of examples
of seemingly simple errors in labels, for example
architecture→TRUST. Some markings, further-
more, might be reflective of relatively obvious
biases, which in light of recent work demonstrating
the built-in biases of various AI and NLP resources
(Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Bender and Friedman,
2018; Mehrabi et al., 2019; Blodgett et al., 2020),
it would be good to try to correct for. Examples of
the latter case include the entries fat→DISGUST

|SADNESS, lesbian→DISGUST|SADNESS, or
mosque→ANGER. We estimate that the number
of entries affected by simple errors or biases is at
least a few hundred, or roughly 5% of the NRC.

3.4 Problems with the NRC Annotation
Process

Some aspects of the NRC annotation process go
part of the way toward explaining some of the
above problems. As discussed by Mohammad and
Turney (2013a), the annotation process relied upon
approximately 2,000 native and fluent speakers of
English who answered a series of questions regard-
ing the emotion terms. The directions were made
ambiguous on purpose to minimize biasing the sub-
ject’s judgements. The concern with this method is
that the annotators could have been shown a term
that is not familiar to them. This was circumvented
by asking the individual to associate the term with
a certain word similar in meaning amongst three
non-viable options.

After selecting the most similar word, the anno-
tator could continue annotating even when they do
not really know the meaning of a word. This could
have happened by the annotator quickly looking
up the definition online. The annotators were told
not to look up the words3, but there is no guarantee
that they did so, and much work has shown that
crowdworkers are often unreliable (Ipeirotis et al.,
2010; Vuurens et al., 2011).

Another concern with the annotation process was
question wording. Questions 4–11 in particular
raise specific concerns. These asked, for all combi-
nations of a term X and each of the eight emotions
Y , “How much is X associated with the emotion

3Annotators were instructed “please skip HIT if you do
not know the meaning of the word”
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Word POS Original NRC Labels First Sense in WordNet Corrected Label

awful RB ANGER|DISGUST|FEAR|SADNESS used as a verbal intensifier NEUTRAL
belt NN ANGER|FEAR endless loop of flexible material between two rotating shafts or pulleys NEUTRAL
bias JJ ANGER slanting diagonally across the grain of a fabric NEUTRAL
bloody RB ANGER|DISGUST|FEAR|SADNESS extremely NEUTRAL
board VB ANTICIPATION get on board of (trains, buses, ships, aircraft, etc.) NEUTRAL
boil VB DISGUST come to the boiling point and change from a liquid to vapor NEUTRAL
buffet NN ANGER a piece of furniture that stands at the side of a dining room; has shelves and drawers NEUTRAL
bully JJ ANGER|FEAR very good SURPRISE|JOY
cage NN SADNESS an enclosure made or wire or metal bars in which birds or animals can be kept NEUTRAL
case NN FEAR|SADNESS an occurrence of something NEUTRAL
collateral JJ TRUST descended from a common ancestor but through different lines NEUTRAL
console NN SADNESS a small table fixed to a wall or designed to stand against a wall NEUTRAL
desert NN ANGER|DISGUST|FEAR|SADNESS arid land with little or no vegetation NEUTRAL
kind NN JOY|TRUST a category of things distinguished by some common characteristic or quality NEUTRAL
rail NN ANTICIPATION|ANGER a barrier consisting of a horizontal bar and supports NEUTRAL

Table 2: Examples of NRC terms paired with parts of speech (first two columns) whose emotional labels in NRC
are inappropriate. The last column shows the proposed correction.

Term NRC Labels Term NRC Labels

abundance DISGUST|JOY monk TRUST
|TRUST|ANTICIPATION oblige TRUST

baby JOY recreation JOY|ANTICIPATION
count TRUST remedy JOY
create JOY remove ANGER|FEAR
explain TRUST |SADNESS
fact TRUST saint ANTICIPATION|JOY
fall SADNESS |TRUST|SURPRISE
fee ANGER save JOY
fire FEAR score ANTICIPATION|JOY
gain JOY|ANTICIPATION |SURPRISE
grow ANTICIPATION|JOY|TRUST star ANTICIPATION|JOY
larger DISGUST|SURPRISE|TRUST |TRUST
leader TRUST understand TRUST
mate TRUST unnatural DISGUST|FEAR

Table 3: Examples of context dependency

Y ?” Posing this in only the positive formulation
potentially biased annotators to find confirmatory
evidence. A more balanced procedure would have
been to ask annotators to imagine not only how
much of emotion Y was associated X , but also how
much Y wasn’t associated with X , prompting them
to consider disconfirmatory evidence. Because of
this confirmation bias in the collection procedure
we posit that many of the terms in the NRC were as-
sociated with particular emotions even when those
terms do not bring those emotions to mind when
mentioned in isolation in normal usage.

Another way of addressing this bias would have
been to show words in specific contexts; this avoids
the need for an annotator to think up their own
evidence to support their label, which may have
been limited by the annotators’s time, attention,
creativity, or knowledge of English usage. Such an
approach would no doubt have been costlier, but it
perhaps would have produced higher quality labels.

When it came to validating the NRC, the authors
compared their crowdsourced labels with labels
from the WNA lexicon to see how close the judge-
ments were. In the one earlier paper (Mohammad

Term Labels Term Labels

abacus TRUST cabinet TRUST
alb TRUST calculation ANTICIPATION
ambulance FEAR|TRUST coyote FEAR
ammonia DISGUST critter DISGUST
anaconda DISGUST|FEAR crypt FEAR|SADNESS
aphid DISGUST fat DISGUST|SADNESS
archaeology ANTICIPATION fee ANGER
architecture TRUST iron TRUST
assembly TRUST lamb JOY|TRUST
association TRUST mill ANTICIPATION
asymmetry DISGUST mountain ANTICIPATION
atherosclerosis FEAR|SADNESS mosque ANGER
baboon DISGUST machine TRUST
backbone ANGER|TRUST organ ANTICIPATION|JOY
balm ANTICIPATION|JOY pine SADNESS
basketball ANTICIPATION|JOY rack SADNESS
bee ANGER|FEAR ravine FEAR
belt ANGER|FEAR ribbon ANTICIPATION|JOY
bier FEAR|SADNESS |ANGER
biopsy FEAR rod TRUST |FEAR
birthplace ANGER spine ANGER
blackness FEAR|SADNESS stone ANGER
bran DISGUST title TRUST
infant ANTICIPATION tree ANTICIPATION|JOY

|FEAR|JOY |DISGUST|TRUST
|SURPRISE |SURPRISE|ANGER

Table 4: Examples of simple errors.

and Turney, 2013a), when the NRC had 10,000
entries, the authors reported that only 6.5% of the
entries could be matched with those in WNA. Later,
when the NRC was expanded to 14,182 entries, the
authors did not report the percentage overlap. We
measured this ourselves, and found the overlap be-
tween the full NRC and WNA is 2,328 (16%). This
is a concern because this means most of the data
could not be independently validated to see how ac-
curate the annotations were, and so a majority were
not subject to any rigorous or systematic quality
control check.

4 Semi-Automatic Correction of the
NRC

The NRC includes 14,182 entries made up of a uni-
gram (single token wordforms) associated with a
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Term Label Term Label Term Label

arm NEUTRAL diversity NEUTRAL office NEUTRAL
buy NEUTRAL endpoint NEUTRAL road NEUTRAL
carrier NEUTRAL flat NEUTRAL weather NEUTRAL
clothes NEUTRAL filter NEUTRAL yeast NEUTRAL

Table 5: Examples of neutral words

selection of Plutchik’s emotions eight (SADNESS,
JOY, FEAR, ANGER, SURPRISE, TRUST, DISGUST,
and ANTICIPATION), NEUTRAL, and two senti-
ments; as noted, no words had part of speech tags.
After removing 9,719 wordforms marked neutral,
examples of which are shown in Table 5, 4,463
wordforms remained. In the remainder of the paper
we refer to this set as NRC.orig. We developed
a procedure to semi-automatically correct the prob-
lems discussed in prior section. First, we assigned
part-of-speech tags to entries. Second, we devel-
oped an automatic emotional word test leveraging
both the original version of WNA and the larger
WordNet resource. Finally, we manually checked
all entries for correctness.

4.1 Assigning Part of Speech to NRC words

We began by constructing an expanded list of word-
forms in NRC, each associated with a valid part of
speech (POS). To determine whether a POS applied
to a wordform, we looking up each wordform in
WordNet under each of the main open class POS
tags—Verb (VB), Adjective (JJ), Noun (NN), and
Adverb (RB)—so each wordform could potentially
have been associated with up to four POS tags. Ev-
ery wordform was present in WordNet under at
least one POS. If a WordNet sense was found for a
POS, we consider that a valid tags for the wordform.
After this step, our list contained has 6,166 entries
of wordform-POS pairs (4,463 unique wordforms).
We call this set NRC.v1.

4.2 Emotional Word Test

In the second step, we sought to automatically de-
termine, on the one hand, which wordform-POS
pairs likely had an emotional sense (whether emo-
tive or affective), and on the other, pairs for which
we had no direct evidence of emotional seman-
tics. To do this, we performed the following com-
parisons with WNA and WordNet—if any one re-
turned true, the pair was presumed emotional; oth-
erwise, it was marked “unknown”.

1. Is the wordform-POS pair labeled as non-
neutral in WNA?

2. Is the first sense of the wordform-POS pair
have a synonym labeled as non-neutral in
WNA?

3. Does the WordNet gloss of the first sense of
the wordform-POS pair contain words that are
marked as emotional in WNA?
(a) Find the first sense in WordNet for the

wordform-POS pair.
(b) Tokenize the gloss of the first sense.
(c) Lemmatize the gloss.
(d) Check if the lemmas are labeled as non-

neutral in WNA.
Tokenization and lemmatization were performed

with nltk (Loper and Bird, 2002). The above
procedure identified 2,328 out of 6,166 pairs as
“presumed emotional”, leaving 3,838 pairs as “un-
known.” In the rest of this paper, we will refer
to the lexicon of 2,328 pairs “presumed affective”
pairs as NRC.v2.

4.3 Manual Checking

With NRC entries now organized as to whether
or not they are presumed emotional (according
to WNA or WordNet), we proceeded to manually
check all entries. We used WNA only to remove the
emotion label of some NRC wordforms. Since the
number of synsets in WNA is 2,328 and the number
of wordforms in NRC.v1 is 6,166 there must exist
many wordforms that are not associated to WNA
synsets and therefore will fail the Emotional Word
Test. We did not rely soly on WNA when correct-
ing bias in NRC, as we manually annotated every
wordform in NRC.v1 regardless of its Emotional
Word Test result. The first two authors of the paper
performed the below checks on all 6,166 entries
in NRC.v1. We used the Cohen’s Kappa metric
to assess inter-annotator agreement (Landis and
Koch, 1977), which we measured as 0.928, which
represents near-perfect agreement. Notably, this
emotion annotation task has much higher agree-
ment than the sentence-level annotation emotion
tasks discussed in Section 2.3. We suspect that this
is the case for at least three reasons. First, focusing
on words is an easier because sentences often have
complex emotion valence: there might multiple
emotions in a sentence. Second, the NRC words
that are retained at this stage are clearly emotional,
they are selected to be such, and so are less emo-
tionally ambiguous than neutral words: there are no
borderline cases. Finally, we defined a clear set of
procedures for identifying the emotion, which were
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NRC.orig
4,463 entries (wordforms only)

NRC.v1
6,166 pairs (wordforms+POS)

NRC.v2
Presumed Emotional:

2,328 pairs

(§4.2) Emotional Word
Test

2,480
neutral

3,686
Emotive

(§4.1) Assign POS to
NRC words

Unknown:
3,838 pairs

1,9573712,109 1,729

NRC.v3

(§4.3) Manual Checking

Figure 2: The semi-automatic procedure for correcting
the NRC.

developed during several rounds of pilot annotation,
following best practice in linguistic annotation.

• Presumed Emotional: For each wordform-
POS pair, we examined the first sense in
WordNet, any labels in WNA, and the la-
bels in NRC.orig to determine if they were
compatible, focusing on identified emotional
words and synonyms. If there were disagree-
ments between the WNA and NRC.orig
we examined the Keyword-in-Context index
for that POS. In cases where it was ambigu-
ous whether NRC.orig, WNA, or Word-
Net was the correct analysis, we defaulted
to NRC.orig. Out of 2,328 presumed emo-
tional pairs, 1,957 were ultimately kept as
having at least one emotion label.

• Unknown: Pairs in this group were distin-
guished from the Presumed Emotional group
by the lack of obvious emotional words in
the WordNet glosses of the pair or its syn-
onyms. While we examined the WordNet en-
tries for these pairs carefully, we spent more
time examining the Keyword-in-Context in-
dex to look for emotional senses. Out of 3,838
unknown pairs, ultimately 1,729 were marked
as having at least one emotion label.

Figure 2 shows the outline of the process to con-
struct final, corrected version of the NRC, which
we refer to as NRC.v3 in the rest of the paper.

5 Evaluation of the Corrected Resource

In order to compare and evaluate the outcome of the
correction procedure, we ran the emotion detection
model developed by Zad and Finlayson (2020) us-
ing NRC.v1, NRC.v2, and NRC.v3 as the emo-
tion lexicon. We chose this model because the code
was helpfully provided in full, and the model uses
a single emotion lexicon with wordform-POS pairs
to drive its emotion detection. In this section, we
discuss the details of this comparison.

The emotion detection system of Zad and Fin-
layson originally used WNA as the emotion lexicon
(leveraging wordform+POS pairs), and tested on
Alm’s fairy tale dataset (Alm, 2008). While the
system is convenient as an experimental testbed
because the full code is available, Alm’s dataset
uses only six emotions (ANGER, FEAR, SADNESS,
SURPRISE, DISGUST, and JOY), as opposed to
Plutchick’s eight used by the NRC. This means
we needed to trim our NRC versions down to six la-
bels for compatibility (we dropped ANTICIPATION

and TRUST). This makes the evaluation of the NRC
using this experimental setup at best an approxima-
tion for the quality of our procedure. One would
imagine that, if we had an experimental testbed that
used all eight of Plutchik’s emotions, performance
would be correspondingly higher.

As described below, we also experimented with
reducing the number of labels, following the exper-
imental procedure outlined in Zad and Finlayson
(2020). Further, following the same procedure, we
conducted our emotion detection comparisons on
the subset of Alm’s dataset which represented “high
agreement”, namely, only sentences for which the
annotators fully agreed with each other.

5.1 Comparing NRC.v1, NRC.v2, and
NRC.v3

Table 6 shows the precision, recall and F1 mea-
surements of the emotion detection system when
substituting the three different versions of the NRC
in experimental setup for WNA, using just the six
emotions present in Alm’s data (dropping all the la-
bels of ANTICIPATION and TRUST). The first three
columns result gives a baseline for performance of
what is effectively the original NRC in the Zad and
Finlayson (2020) experimental setup.

The next two groups show NRC.v2 and
NRC.v3, respectively. As can be seen, over-
all micro-average performance rises from 0.435
for NRC.v1 to 0.460 for NRC.v2 and 0.484 for
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NRC.v1 NRC.v2 NRC.v3

Emotion label p r F1 p r F1 p r F1

JOY 0.738 0.570 0.643 0.805 0.577 0.672 0.855 0.572 0.686
ANGER 0.359 0.253 0.297 0.347 0.226 0.274 0.432 0.240 0.308
SURPRISE 0.151 0.263 0.192 0.144 0.254 0.184 0.178 0.254 0.209
DISGUST 0.095 0.324 0.147 0.124 0.353 0.183 0.137 0.500 0.215
FEAR 0.407 0.212 0.279 0.589 0.200 0.299 0.535 0.327 0.406
SADNESS 0.632 0.417 0.502 0.661 0.473 0.552 0.717 0.451 0.553

macro-Avg. 0.397 0.340 0.343 0.445 0.347 0.361 0.476 0.391 0.396
micro-Avg. 0.466 0.408 0.435 0.510 0.418 0.460 0.545 0.435 0.484

Table 6: Result of using different, corrected versions of the NRC to the Zad and Finlayson (2020) emotion detection
system on Alm’s fairy tales.

w SURPRISE w/o SURPRISE Avg.(1) w/ DISGUST (2) w/o DISGUST (3) DISGUST+ANGER (4) w/ DISGUST (5) w/o DISGUST (6) DISGUST+ANGER
NRC.v1 0.343 0.421 0.402 0.421 0.533 0.513 0.439
NRC.v2 0.361 0.439 0.429 0.451 0.573 0.551 0.467
NRC.v3 0.396 0.462 0.463 0.489 0.594 0.583 0.498

NRC.v1 0.435 0.481 0.461 0.545 0.603 0.577 0.517
NRC.v2 0.460 0.505 0.491 0.585 0.644 0.622 0.551
NRC.v3 0.484 0.520 0.517 0.607 0.655 0.637 0.570

Table 7: Comparing the macro-average (top three rows) and micro-average (bottom three rows) F1-scores of using
the three corrected versions of NRC with Zad and Finlayson’s emotion detection system on Alm’s fairy tales using
different emotion label sets.

NRC.v3. This provides solid evidence that our
correction procedure improved the quality of the
resource.

While one might expect that the recall in Table 6
might strictly go down moving from NRC.v1 to
NRC.v3, because we are removing terms, we are
in fact correcting labels continuously in these re-
visions, which results in an improvement in recall
and overall performance.

5.2 Varying the Label Sets

Alm’s “high agreement” dataset only contains 148
sentences with DISGUST and SURPRISE labels, a
highly imbalanced distribution. To investigate the
impact of this imbalance on the results, we repeated
the emotion detection experiment six times for each
of the three version of the NRC, once for each of
the reduced label sets shown in Table 7, which
also shows how varying the label sets affects the
performance of the emotion detection system for
different version of the NRC. In all cases our cor-
rected verisons of the NRC improve performance,
anywhere from 5.3 to 7 points of F1.

6 Contributions

We noted three categories of error in the popular
NRC emotion lexicon, including a large number
of seemingly biased entries. We developed and ap-
plied a semi-automatic procedure to generate three
different corrected version of the NRC, and showed

via experiment that these new versions improved
the performance of an existing emotion-lexicon-
based emotion detection system. This work shows
the utility of careful error checking of lexical re-
sources, especially with attention to correcting for
unintended biases. Finally, we release the revised
resource and our code to enable other researchers
to reproduce and build upon results4.
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